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We initiated on Magnis Energy Technologies (MNS.ASX) in December 2021 
(click here) and since then, MNS has made four material announcements. 
Firstly; a conditional offtake contract for 600,000t of graphite concentrate from 
the Tanzanian Nachu Project (net 100%) was signed with Traxys, a global 
commodities merchant with annual revenue of ~US$6Bn; secondly; semi 
autonomous production has started at battery gigafactory iM3NY, thirdly; 
exciting Extra Fast Charge (EFC) battery tests were reported and most recently, 
the game changing launch of the Lithium Slim Energy Reserve (LiSER) battery 
platform, which supports C4V’s growing EFC capability.  

As a recap, iM3NY (MNS ~60%, C4V ~38%), is making high voltage phosphate 
rich lithium ion cells in New York State using C4V (MNS 9.65%) patented BM–
LMP cell and LiSER cell to pack technology. The result – extra pack power for 
lower cost. Establishing a US supply chain should garner much media and 
market interest as the iM3NY moves to fully autonomous output mid 2022. 

Nachu graphite signs binding contract with Traxys – The Nachu Project (MNS 
100%) is making another run at development. This time, the EV transition is 
real and graphite prices are rising to reflect a growing global supply squeeze. 
MNS has just signed a conditional contract with Traxys for 600,000t of graphite 
concentrate, at market prices, over 6 years from 2024. The deal is subject to 
financing by end 3Q22. The time-line seems tight and MNS will need to stay 
focused to monetise this opportunity. MNS also suggests they are deep in 
discussions with North Asian offtakers for additional volumes. 

Fully automated production by mid 2022  Semi automated cell production 
commenced December 2021 and cell samples have been sent to existing 
customers for final due diligence and new customers. A batch of 1,000 cells is 
expected by end January with fully automated production mid 2022 and an end 
2022 capacity of 1GWh. As at end December, iM3NY construction was 51% 
complete. Construction remains ahead of schedule and under budget. 

Extra fast charge opportunity – Britain’s BAE Systems is working with the US 
Department of Energy (DOE) and Consolidated Edison to test C4V cells for use 
in New York City metro school buses, electricity grids and the military. This 
presents a huge opportunity for iM3NY, with the electrification of some 60,000 
New York State run school buses approved for conversion. C4V believes 
conversion could remove CO2 emissions totalling 0.5mt year. Larger 
commercial 7Ah (Amp hour) cells are currently being used to test EFC 
capability. The aim is to repeat earlier fast charge tests of smaller cells, which 
reached a 6 minute charge/60 minute discharge over >650 cycles. 

LiSER & BM–LMP technology support power density 5x greater than LFP – 
LiSER exhibits high energy as well as high power densities without 
compromising either and enables minimal loss of energy and power density 
when transitioning from the cell to the battery pack. Consequently, energy 
density at the pack level is ~19% greater than the NMC pack and 40-50% 
greater than an LPF pack.  

Valuation upside mirrors EV demand – MNS is the only listed participant in the 
US based iM3NY battery Gigafactory. However, a future NASDAQ listing will 
provide a valid valuation read across. At this stage we continue to model 
cautiously by risking our DCF and EBITDA multiple based values for iM3NY by 
0.34x. The recent announcements have not altered our valuation trajectory, 
however if MNS can contract additional volumes from Nachu then, we may see 
a pathway to valuing a risked 2nd phase development. The key mid-term driver 
for MNS remains iM3NY; refer the initiation for details.  Using a blended NPV10 
and an EV/EBITDA multiple of 12x, our 12-months target price remains 
$1.34/share (or US$0.96/share). With execution of catalysts over time the 
arbitrage between the markets model and our intrinsic DCF based model 
should close.  

Senior Analyst: Di Brookman (BSc Hons) 

dibrookman@corporateconnect.com.au 

MNS Company Information 

ASX Ticker MNS 

ASX Price (/share) A$0.52 

52-week Range (/share) A$0.14-$0.76 

Position Relative to 52-week High``  -30% 

OTC Ticker MNSEF 

OTC Price (/share) A$0.374 

Shares on Issue  966m 

Fully Diluted Shares on Issue 1,098.1m 

Market Capitalisation  A$507m 

Source Factset 

MNS MARKET MODEL versus INTRINSIC MODEL l 

Current Market Capitalisation A$m 507 

-Cash A$m 97 

+Debt A$m 69 

Current Market Value (EV) A$m 479 

     

Current Intrinsic Value (dcf based) A$m 1,353 
     

Net Cash as % market cap % 5.6% 

Source: Corporate Connect Research  

MNS Board  

Frank Poullas Executive Chairman 

Mona Dajani  NED 

Hoshi Daruwalla NED 

Mugunthan Siva  NED 

Claire Bibby  NED 

Giles Gunesekera  NED 

Peter Tsegas  NED 

Source: Magnis Energy Technologies  

iM3NY Battery Plant – under construction 

  

 

Source: iM3NY 

      

 
Magnis Energy Technologies 
Hitting goals – Making four material announcements 

Share Price  
& Estimated  
Future Price 

 

12-months* Price $1.34 

Current Price $0.53 

Implied Change +153% 

     

https://corporateconnect.com.au/project/magnis-energy-technologies/
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Company Summary – Greener, safer, lower cost batteries 

Improving the lithium ion battery – both at cell & pack level 

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) work well and solid-state batteries (SSB) will likely 
be better but will take time to scale in a rapidly growing market. So why 
bother with an alternate LIB chemistry…why not just wait for SSB? The issue is 
EV costs need to come down to encourage the broader population to switch-
out their internal combustion cars and Nickel Manganese Cobalt (NMC) 
cathode chemistries, whilst very effective are expensive and not as safe as 
could be. The bottom line is – to wait for SSB means current demand forecasts 
are potentially unreasonable and of course we all know what this means…long 
live fossil fuels! This is a real risk, as metal precursors struggle to meet EV 
demand growth of 10x by 2030 and prices rise strongly, as they are,  to reflect 
this reality. Something may have to give and EV demand destruction is not 
what we want. Thus, it is possible, that the timing is absolutely right to 
introduce another LIB chemistry and one that can act as a lower cost/higher 
power bridge to capital-intensive SSBs.  

It just takes time…LIB was launched 28 years ago, Lithium 24 years ago and C4V’s 
proprietary nickel and cobalt free, high voltage Bio Mineralised Mixed Metal Phosphate Composite (BM–LMP) lithium ion… 
almost 10 years ago. 

Investment thesis – Gigafactory iM3NY is channel to market for leading battery cell & pack technology 

iM3NY’s main stakeholders are C4V (~38%) and MNS (direct & indirect @~60%). iM3NY battery cell gigafactory achieved semi 
autonomous pre-production in Dec ’21 and in so doing became the first independent battery cell producer in the US. This hasn’t 
happened overnight – it’s been almost 10 years in the making. Why so long? Well this is a story about inventing disruptive 
technologies and having the perseverance to convince others of their value, whilst also creating a deep channel to market, which 

in this case is US based battery cell gigaafactory iM3NY, located in Endicott New York State. C4V also has plans for a next 
generation SSB using proprietary technology, which is still undergoing qualification after lighting up an LED light in 2018.  

Corporate – Recent notable operational ASX announcements; 
• LISER technology launched (Jan ’22) 

• Exciting Extra Fast Charging Battery Results (Jan ’22) 

• Semi Automated Production Commences at NY Battery Plant (Dec ’21) 

• Binding Graphite Offtake Agreement Signed with Traxys (Dec ’21) 

• US Trading in Magnis to Begin Tonight (Nov ’21) 

• C4V Selected in United States Government Funded USCAR Program (Nov ’21) 

• Aquifer Permit Approved for NY Lithium-ion Battery Plant (Oct, ’21) 

Catalysts - timeline  (source: Magnis Energy Technologies)               

  
1	

1 ASX:MNS | OTC: MNSEF | FSE:U1P 

Milestones 
Expected journey over the next 12 months 

Q4 2021 

Begin semi-automated 

production 

Q3 2022 

Secure funding for extra 

plant capacity 

Q2 2022 

Begin Fully-automated 

production 

Q4 2021 

Indicative Positive Extra Fast 

Charging Results 

Q4 2021 

Sign Binding Graphite Offtake 

Q3 2022 

Finalise Nachu funding** 
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	 Q1 2022 

Initial Nachu project works 

to begin 

Q2 2022 

Update BFS* 

Q1 2022 

Continue with Extra Fast Charging 

programs 

*Update to Magnis’ original BFS completed in March 2016 

** End of Q3 2022 to align with conditions in Binding Offtake Agreement signed with Traxys Europe in Dec 2021 

An EV has a direct current (DC) battery with 
two electrodes. In a lithium ion battery, the 
anode is the oxidative and thus negative 
electrode and the cathode is the reducing thus 
positive electrode. The anode is made up of 
graphite. C4V has patented new cathode 
chemistry, which is both nickel and cobalt free.   

The C4V phosphate cathode cell chemistry is 
comprised of a Bio Mineralised Mixed Metal 
Composite, which is cheaper, safer, greener 
and more energy dense than the average 
nickel & cobalt rich NMC cathode cell 
chemistry.  

The electrolyte is the medium that helps the 
lithium ions move from one electrode to the 
other during charge and discharge cycling. C4V 
has a patented semi-solid electrolyte that is 
currently being qualified and could be on line 
by 2027. 
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Recent company and industry developments 

• LiSER cell to pack technology platform launched – LiSER is a new battery cell design which, when combined with 
cobalt and nickel free phosphate rich lithium ion chemistry (BM–LMP), results in superior cell to pack energy 
conversion. At the pack level, C4V suggests the energy density of its cells is ~19% greater than nickel cobalt 
manganese (NMC) cells. The higher energy density & higher voltage supports its EFC capability and when combined 
with advanced autonomous manufacturing, C4V suggests significant energy and cost efficiencies will result   

• Extra Fast Charge (EFC) battery is in sight  – The BM–LMP cells are nickel and cobalt free, yet they manage to run at 
3.9V (Volts), compared to 3.7V for NMC and 3.2V for the popular LFP cathode chemistries. A higher cell voltage 
pushes more current, which supports more power. BM-LMP’s high voltage combined with the LiSER platform 
supports EFC capability, a high cell energy density of 228Wh/kg, a pack energy density of 190Wh/kg, and a long life 
of ~6,000cycles. Importantly, the technologies support a cooler operating temperature at cell & pack level.  

• New York State supports batteries green status – C4V is demonstrating its EFC capability for New York buses, 
working with Edison & BAE Systems in a program funded by NYSERDA. Program results are expected 1Q22. There 
are 60,000 buses looking to be converted, which could remove 0.5mt of CO2 annually from New York City metro  

• iM3NY should be fully automated by mid 2022 – Advanced AI, Big Data and automation should also reduce 
manufacturing risk by better predicting and managing maintenance, reducing downtime, optimising supply chain 
management, better management of inventory, increasing output and reducing costs 

• iM3NY is funded to 1GWh – MNS suggests production could, subject to funding assistance, reach over 10GWh by 
2025. This is however, in excess of CCR’s ramp profile modelled at this stage. In the recent initiation click here, we 
recognised that success with US Government grants and DOE loans could support additional upside. At this stage, 
on an un-risked basis, we model production at 5GWh in ‘24/25 rising to 9GWh in ‘25/26. Our conservative project 
risking reduces this to 1.9GWh and 3.4GWh respectively; and 

• Magnis signs a binding contract for graphite concentrate with TRAXYS – MNS signed a conditional binding offtake 
agreement with Traxys for 600kt over 6-years. This contract will, subject to funding by end 3Q22, underwrite the 
Tranche-1 development of the Tanzanian Nachu project (net 100%). The project is unique in that the concentrate is 
produced through a patented mechanical process only. No chemical purification is required to produce the high 
quality concentrate. This unique process improves the ESG status and reduces the cost of production. MNS suggests 
they are also currently in discussions with some Asian offtakers for additional volumes.  

  

https://corporateconnect.com.au/project/magnis-energy-technologies/
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LiSER technology launched – a game changer – power density 5x greater than LFP! 

▪ Tabless format, no modules, cell integrates directly into the pack, provides structure 
▪ Cell to pack gravimetric energy density loss reduced to 18% vs ~38% for NMC/NCA cells 
▪ BM-LMP vs LFP cells - energy density is up to 1.5x greater & power density is 5x greater  
▪ Cost improvement at pack level estimated by C4V at ~15-20% a game changer 

LiSER stands for Lithium Slim Energy Reserve and the technology encompasses an in-house battery cell design platform 
that allows OEMs to bypass modules and build the pack or integrate to chassis directly. Refer C4V’s LiSER video (click here). 

The new technology platform has been 3 years in the making and the nickel and cobalt free phosphate rich lithium ion cells 
using the LiSER platform are currently being qualified by auto OEMs in the US and overseas. C4V continues to work with BAE 
Systems and Consolidated Edison on the EFC development and we suggest LiSER could play a significant role in achieving 
strong EFC results.  

The tab–less slim and long prismatic format increases energy density and thus will further enhance C4V’s EFC charge results 
significantly increasing the probability that a 6 minute charge already achieved in the lab, can be replicated at scale. 

EFC requires greater current, which increases cell and pack temperature. Although the phosphate rich lithium ion BM-LMP 
runs cooler at the cell level; heating is still evident at the pack level when undergoing EFC. C4V has overcome this issue by 
designing an embedded thermal management system. Like most cells, there will be a chiller, but rather than the chiller 
draining energy density by 10%, the C4V cooling system will reduce energy density by only 2%. C4V believes their system is 
both simple and more energy and cost efficient than current technology.  

A game-changing feature of the LiSER technology is a significant reduction in the energy density lost moving from the cell to 
pack level. The end result is a pack with greater energy and power density over that of an NMC cell. This combined with BM–
LMP’s voltage of 3.9V versus NMC at 3.7V and LFP at 3.2V, positions C4V to create a significant EFC capability. 

A regular NMC cell has a gravimetric energy density of ~250Wh/kg, which decreases by ~40% to 150-160Wh/kg at the battery 
pack level. However, C4V’s BM-LMP slim prismatic cell format now has an energy density of 228Wh/kg at the cell level, 
which with LiSER decreases by only 18% at the pack level to 190Wh/kg. In summary, C4V’s energy density at the pack level is 
on par with the NMC battery pack and 40-50% greater than the LFP battery pack.  

C4V expects that pack energy density savings will be greater at the volumetric level. The reason is quite simple. The 
rectangular large cells are tight and gaps common around cylindrical cells are non-existent. This increase in energy efficiency 
is also replicated at the manufacturing level. An increase in energy density at the pack level means fewer cells are required 
for a given output. C4V suggests that battery pack costs for these lighter packs could decline by 15-20%. This is a significant 
and timely development, as rising commodity prices are already increasing the costs of an EV.   

C4V Founder & Chairman Shailesh Upreti says “I am super excited to unveil our revolutionary cell technology LiSER today. This 
technology not only allows our BMLMP Chemistry to compete with cobalt & nickel-based batteries at the pack level, but also 
enables Giga-scale production to be more sustainable with our breakthrough high-speed manufacturing processes. A leading 
cell-to-pack or cell-to-chassis design that can bridge the gap between energy density and power density in a very safe 
mechanism would allow us to cater to various market verticals with a single cell technology platform and we are super charged 
as our OEM partners start sharing their experiences with us”. 

        Source C4V 

https://youtu.be/suEvkvYwWH4
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Exciting Extra Fast Charging Battery Results (ASX Release January ’22) 

Rapid charging in a matter of minutes requires access to a high current. iM3NY recently installed high voltage power lines 
into the battery plant in order to conduct extra fast charging of its cells. A high current increases battery pack temperatures, 
which risks creating cracks that can facilitate a short knows as thermal runaway. However, despite C4V’s phosphate rich 
lithium ion cells carrying a higher voltage/current they run cooler than NMC cells and contain no volatile oxygen species. So, 
not only do they have more energy at the pack level with LiSER, but they are also safer with minimal thermal runaway risk.  

Founder & Chairman Upreti says “Our ultimate goal is to achieve 10,000+ cycles with 10C rates (6 min charge time) and in the past 
12 months we have gained significant insight that has allowed us to make significant progress towards that goal. Our no-oxide 
(oxygen deprived) alongside with no Cobalt and Nickel technology allows us to go extreme on charge and discharge rates without 
generating a lot of heat to compromise safety."  

• New York State EFC Bus Program – C4V is demonstrating its extra fast charge capability for NEW York State 

buses and is working with Consolidates Edison & BAE Systems. The program is funded by NYSERDA. ASX release – 
BAE Systems and Consolidated Edison join C4V on extra fast charging technology as NYSERDA provides grant. 
They plan to replace 60,000 state buses to remove 500,000t of CO2 annually from New York City.  

• Consolidated Edison – will be responsible for charging the buses with bus stops equipped with robotic arms that 
have the ability reach down from the overhead electric wires and connect to the buses’ batteries. The aim of the 
program is to recharge the batteries in less than 10 minutes 

• The EFC demonstration – is in in the process of increasing the pack output from 25kwh to a 50kwh /pack. 
Ultimately, full-scale production will scale to 50Ah using high voltage BM-LMP technology  

• The optimised cell – is still within 95% energy density of a regular energy cell. Energy density loss is minimal. Such 
high-power density without any Cobalt & Nickel makes C4V's technology a leader in the marketplace 

• Supports super fast charge – In June 2021, MNS reported that 75% cycling retention had been recorded after 2,513 
cycles. This cell has now delivered 5,500+ cycles with around 64% capacity retention. High voltage and low current 
loss, suggests energy density loss is also minimal despite the absence of nickel  

• C4V recorded >85% charge in 6 minutes after 100 cycles – After 650 cycles testing using an un-optimised cell was 
ceased. Testing then moved to optimised but small 1.6Ah cells aiming to achieve improved initial results over a 
longer timeframe. Testing was successful and ceased after 6,000cycles. C4V then moved to testing a larger 7Ah 
optimised cells and on 31 December 2021, indicated greater than 250 cycles had been achieved; with a 15 minute 
charge and 15 minute discharge cycle achieving an impressive zero loss to cell capacity; and  

• A charge cycle has a range of ~350kms (~217miles) – Impressively, C4V’s EFC enables the battery to charge 
from zero to 85% of capacity within 6 minutes and maintain over 80% of your charge capacity for 1,000 charge 
cycles or 350,000kms .C4V aims to increase this by 8-10x, taking total battery life to ~3m kms or ~1.9m miles. This 
is exciting news and provides a more cost effective bridge to solid-state batteries. One of the major complaints of 
LIBs is how long it takes to charge the EV battery. With a low cost, non-flammable BM-LMP battery cell chemistry; 
car owners will not have to wait long before it is just as quick as filling an internal combustion engine (ICE).  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source Magnis Energy Technologies  

ASX Release 24-Jul-20 01-Mar-21 22-Jun-21 31-Dec-21

Program FC FC FC EFC

Program status Complete Complete Complete Running

Cell current (Ah) N/A 1.6Ah 2Ah to 3Ah 7Ah

Cell format Pouch Pouch Pouch Pouch

Style Un-optimised Optimised Optimised Optimised

Cycles numbers >650 >600 2,513 >250

Charge capacity achieved >85% >93% >75% 100%

DOD 90%

Charging Capacity Lost 7% 15% 0%

Charge time (mins) 6 30 30 15

Discharge time (mins) 60 30 30 15

Comments Test stopped Test stopped as Start new test

>1,000cycles capacity retention Aim >3,000

6 min charge fell to >60% cycles, larger cell

after 6,000cycles Aim:6min charge

https://wcsecure.weblink.com.au/pdf/MNS/02261040.pdf
https://wcsecure.weblink.com.au/pdf/MNS/02261040.pdf
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Semi Automated Production Commences at NY Battery Plant  (ASX Release December ’21) 

▪ First “American Made” battery cell samples sent to customers end December 
▪ iM3NY is fully funded to a capacity of 1.8Gwh ; and 
▪ Factory floor is large at 22,000sqm 

Battery cell production has now commenced at iM3NY!  Exciting times are ahead in 2022 for MNS, C4V and iM3NY 

In December, semi-automated production commenced at the iM3NY Battery Plant (MNS ~60%) in New York State. Initial 
“demonstration” or batch cell production is being sent to existing large US auto OEMs, whom have already qualified the 
product and are now entering the final stage of due diligence. The plant is expected to scale into fully autonomous 
production by mid 2022. 

Construction of iM3NY is currently running to schedule and remains under budget. Production capacity is planned to reach 
1GWh by end 2022 and 32Gwh by 2030. C4V suggests the LiSER format will be available to key customers after 4Q22 with 
no material increase to capex expected.  

iM3NY is fully funded to 1.8Gwh. However, as Whittingham suggested, when retiring from the MNS Board, US Government 
funding would accelerate expansion. The UK Government recently agreed to part fund BritishVolt’s UK plant. 

iM3NY Battery Cell Equipment          (Source: Magnis Energy Technologies)                                                                                                                                           

  

    

Upper Left – iM3NY factory floor                Upper Right – iM3NY factory floor 

Lower Left – Cells drying out before assembly & testing        Upper Right – iM3NY factory floor   
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Binding Graphite Offtake Agreement Signed with Traxys  (ASX Release December ’21) 

▪ We model a 1-tranche project. 1st tranche now dealt to Traxys at market prices 
▪ 2nd tranche being marketed and provides substantial upside to CCR model; and 
▪ No chemical treatment of graphite concentrate – unique ESG product in a short market 

The Nachu Graphite Project (MNS 100%) Prospecting Licence (PL) covers an area of approximately 199km² and is located 
near Ruangwa, in southeast Tanzania.  

• On December 20, 2021, MNS announced that it had secured a conditional binding offtake agreement with Traxys, 
a global commodities merchant with a turnover exceeding US$6Bn annually; and 

• Offtake volumes will be sold at market prices. The Chairman, in a recent Share Café Webinar, indicated that current 
market prices are around US$2,000/t. This compares well with our US$1,885/t used in our recent initiation report 
dated December 2021 (click here).  

Conditions precedent for MNS at Nachu includes: 

• Delivering an updated Bankable Feasibility Study (BFS) – The existing BFS is being reviewed and refreshed 

• Securing, finalising and entering into project financing before the end of 3Q22  

• Finalisation of all agreements with the Tanzania Ministry of Minerals before the end of 3Q22; and  

• The commencement of construction prior to the end of 3Q22  

The offtake deal is for 600kt of graphite concentrate over 6 years with first production scheduled for 2H24. Year-1 offtake 
will be for 50kt and 110kt/year for years 2-6. 

Highlights of the resource: 

• MNS estimates that construction of the plant and associated infrastructure could take 18–21 months to complete  

• MNS has patented a unique mechanical process, which does not require the use of chemicals 

• No need for downstream processing or chemical leaching as graphite has low impurities 

• A typical graphite process plant will produce a concentrate up to approximately 96% TGC. The MNS mechanical 
patented process can produce a graphite concentrate over 99% TGC only using standard processing methods 

• The uncoated spherical graphite would then be subjected to a patented thermal coating process, which further 
purifies the graphite achieving a TGC of 99.99%; and 

• C4V also has a proprietary technology that enables spheroidising and coating of the graphitic anode without the 
need for purification, resulting in zero use of toxic chemicals such as HF and HCL. MNS has exclusive rights to this 
green technology. 

Comment 

Traxys has been moving fast to secure battery metal precursors. Predominantly, its focus has been on projects ex Australia, 
which is significant as Australia is a primary producer of battery metals. So far, its battery focus has been lithium in Europe 
(EUR) and Namibia (LPD), and now graphite with MNS in Tanzania. Traxys appears to be focusing on those mid range 
opportunities that provide a access channel to battery pre-cursors with a lower carbon footprint.   

The main condition precedent for the MNS/Traxys deal is the finalisation of funding. Although not announced in the MNS 
announcement, we note that EUR and LPD as well as Alligator Resources (uranium) have been offered funding introductions.  

Finalising funding by end September 2022, will be a challenge. However, we recognise the market is short battery grade 
graphite and especially graphite concentrate that carries a low carbon footprint as Nachu does.  

https://corporateconnect.com.au/project/magnis-energy-technologies/
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Phosphate Rich (Nickel & Cobalt free) Lithium-Ion Battery Cell Technology 

▪ High voltage – Voltage ~20% higher than LFP and ~5% higher than NMC 
▪ High fire resistance  – Cell chemistry is oxide free; absence of volatile oxygen; and 
▪ Qualified by the US navy, the US Department of Defence and the US Department of Energy 

• C4V has patented a unique BM-LMP cathode chemistry and has filed a patent for its cell to pack LiSER technology.  

• With LiSER, the gravimetric energy density at cell level has increased from ~200Wh/kg to 228Wh/kg versus 
~250Wh/kg for a NMC cell. However, the most noticeable difference is noted at the pack level where gravimetric 
energy density is 190Wh/kg versus ~150-160Wh/kg for NMC and ~130Wh/kg for LFP. At pack level, the Slim format 
with BM–LMP cell chemistry has the highest battery pack energy density currently on the market. . 

• BM-LMP cell chemistry mitigates thermal runaway by using a nickel, cobalt & oxide free chemistry. iM3NY has further 
reduced thermal runaway risk by switching to an advanced slim long prismatic cell format with internal partitioning 
using the LiSER technology, which is also considered safer, more energy efficient and cheaper than either the 
cylindrical or pouch cell formats. 

Key aspects of C4V’s cell chemistry include: 

o Highest EV battery cell voltage on the market – The higher a cells voltage the greater the electric potential between 
the positive and negative electrode, resulting in fewer cells to meet required energy levels for a battery pack. 
Consequently, the higher the voltage the smaller and lighter the battery packs. LiSER with its high gravimetric and 
volumetric energy density yields an even greater power to weight, which is a key performance differentiator. 

The BM-LMP cell has a voltage of 3.9V, which is ~20% higher than LFP at 3.2V and some ~5% higher than NCM/NCA 
cathode chemistries at 3.7V  

o Long cycle life  Many factors contribute to cycle life but generally the higher the voltage the higher the energy density 
and the longer the cell life. BM–LMP has reported a cycle life of ~6,000 cycles and growing and is expected to last up 
to 20-years in stationary storage. A prismatic cell format also helps to retain cell cycle life 

o Driving costs down – Almost 50% of the cost of the car is the battery. C4V suggests the lack of expensive nickel and 
cobalt results in a ~30% decrease in battery cell costs and is similar in cost to LFP cells; and 

o Easier to recycle – iM3NY cells have low scrap rates and is working with 3 recycling companies. 

C4V suggests its Bio Mineralised Phosphate rich lithium ion cell technology can improve the voltage of the NMC cell and 
consequently, forms the basis of its 2nd generation Nickel phosphate-series cells from 2024. 

Lithium Iron Phosphate (LFP) – strong demand will support iM3NY’s Phosphate rich tech 

▪ LFP cells are free of expensive nickel & cobalt BUT have low voltage and low cycle life  
▪ …Pack energy density ~50% higher than LFP AND a voltage higher than NCM & LFP cells 

After using Lithium-Iron-Phosphate (LFP) cell chemistry in its Shanghai factory, Tesla announced at its recent quarterly that 
it would be switching out its Nickel Cobalt Aluminium (NCA) cathode chemistries for LFP in its short range/entry level EVs. 
This is a significant change and likely to see demand for LFP cathode chemistry’s increase further. The attraction of LFP is 
price, and price is ultimately what is going to get the broader population using EV’s. The issue with LFP however, is that it  is 
good for short-range only and its voltage and hence power density is low. So, for the average American with a truck, it will 
not work. Enter LiSER and BM–LMP technology with a voltage of 3.9V against NMC at 3.7V and 3.2V for LFP. The net result 
of using both technologies is market leading pack energy density and superior pack power for lower cost.  

Benchmark Minerals Intelligence (BMI) reports that Chinese company Gotion, has developed LFP cells with an energy density 
of 210Wh/kg up significantly from standard LFP at cell level of ~150Wh/kg. This is fabulous news for iM3NY as its high 
voltage cells can now deliver an even greater energy density at the cell level of ~228Wh/kg. At the pack level LiSER’s 
advantage over standard LFP is clear, with BM–LMP energy density ~50% greater than standard LFP. BMI considers LFP could 
comprise ~22% of supply in 2030. The shift to phosphate rich lithium ion cells looks structurally sustainable. With the recent 
start up of pre-production at iM3NY and samples now being delivered to customers for final due diligence; the timing for 
iM3NY stakeholders and its phosphate rich lithium ion chemistry looks perfect.  
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C4V – MNS Holds 9.65% in US Battery tech innovator 

▪ Will bring the greenest and safest battery to market 
▪ Cells with highest voltage and lowest cost; and 
▪ Non Asian supply chain – made for the times 

• The main stakeholders in iM3NY gigafactory are C4V (~38%) and MNS (~60%*). MNS has a 9.65% interest in C4V. 

• C4V, is an unlisted R&D battery cell technology company located in Binghamton, New York State and was founded 
by Dr Upreti in 2014. No better place to start this journey other than at Binghamton University, where Dr Upreti 
graduated under the guidance of Dr Stanley Whittingham, an inventor of the LIB and Nobel laureate.  

• C4V’s focus is using artificial intelligence and automated technologies to efficiently and sustainably manufacture its 
advanced LIB and LiSER technology. Timing with its high voltage phosphate rich cell chemistry looks to be perfect, 
as Tesla raises its Model 3 prices for the second time in recent months Interest in the cheaper LFP cells is growing 
and is good news for MNS stakeholders iM3NY’s higher energy and power density cell to pack configuration.  

• BM–LMP cell chemistry has been qualified qualified by over 60 parties. Given the Martec contract with the Navy, 
CCR considers it likely that the US Government is one of those parties.   

EVs in the USA – currently imports 100% of anode and cathode materials requirements 

▪ US LIB capacity was 42GWh at end 2020; sales were sluggish and fleet size remains low 
▪ High growth potential with localisation of supply chains; EV costs approach parity with ICE 
▪ Expected to pick up more grants and Government loans to fund substantial growth 

How does China compare with the US? In 2020, China’s EV sales increased 12% against just 4% in the US. Looking at battery 
capacity, China accounted for 72.5% of LIB capacity, against the US at 9.2% and Europe at just 5.4%.  

How resilient is the US? The US presently imports 100% of its natural and 100% of its synthetic anode powders, as well as 
100% of its cathode powders and 90% of its battery cell requirements.  

Is there time to secure local supply chains? The bottleneck is the time and cost it takes to develop locally grown battery 
materials and batteries; a problem as the US has no graphite, nickel, cobalt and very little lithium production. Development 
can take 5-10 years and building scale through the chain even longer. Already, C4V has been working on monetising its 
battery BM–LMP cell technology for nearly 10-years. 

The US recently signed a $US1.2Tn infrastructure bill containing more than $80 billion to advance the clean energy transition. 
The bill contains US$6Bn for DOE grants; US$3Bn for battery manufacturing and recycling and a further US$8Bn will fund a 
30% manufacturing tax credit for investment in facilities that make or recycle energy products.  

There is also a congressionally approved US$17Bn of ATVM loan authority at its disposal for manufacturers of advanced 
technology vehicle battery cells and packs for re-equipping, expanding or establishing such manufacturing facilities in the 
United States. To receive funds, detailed due diligence occurs. Any significant loan or grant from the US Government would 
be seen as a huge vote of confidence.   

To date, the US President has pledged to:  

• Convert the 650,000 Government-owned vehicles to EVs 

• Convert 500,000 school buses into EVs made in the USA  

• Invest US$5Bn into battery research and build 500,000 charging stations by 2030; and 

• Commit to carbon-free electricity by 2035. 

In North America there is one operating graphite mine in Quebec, however the mine is nearly depleted. There are a few new 
vertically integrated mine/anode projects in Canada and the US, which are under consideration. However, the path to 
qualification and production is often long and product performance, in most cases, remains unknown. To adhere to the US 
Government’s “Made in America” policy, a big focus on graphite will be necessary as it makes up to ~20-25% of the EV 
battery by weight and as suggested by both BNEF and BMI, will remain the dominant anode chemistry for the next decade. 
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Company Risks 

Significant risks are associated with the development and commissioning of any operation. The main risk areas include the 
scaling of BM–LMP cell chemistry and manufacturing capacity, the effectiveness of manufacturing automation and cost 
pressures.  

We assess key business risks as: 

• US Political Risk – Over the next 3 years political risk, as far as the environment and EVs is concerned, is relatively low 
now that the US$1.2T Infrastructure Bill has been signed. Already the US is running behind China and Europe in terms of 
global EV output forecasts, which are currently surging. Tesla, as we all know, is doing a fantastic job all on its own. But 
the CEO Elon Musk knows it is not enough - more needs to be done. GM, Ford, VW and Stellantis etc. are welcomed into 
the EV space and required. The US has a chance to build out their automotive industries in belts where unemployment is 
high. The new Administration is grabbing the once-in-a-generation chance to revitalise its economy  

• Market Risk – Mitigated by the surge in EV demand and the current increased interest in phosphate rich lithium ion 
cathode chemistry and the use of graphite in the anode, which makes up 50% of the battery. Further, EV demand forecasts 
are surging, supply chains are localising away from China and EV green deal initiatives in the US are building momentum 

• New Disruptive Technology Risk – C4V (MNS 9.65%), is itself a battery materials disruptor. C4V is an R&D company, with 
access to scientists out of Binghamton University. C4V’s semi SSB has already been qualified and is currently before major 
OEM’s. iM3NY partners include, Itochu, MARTAC, Primet Precision and C4V 

• Construction Risk – iM3NY is working through a design FEED with Danish Engineering Firm, Ramboll. The company is a 
global leader in creating sustainable engineering solutions.  

• Execution Risk – Addresses project management of technical, organisational, logistical and supply chain management to 
mention a few. Don’t get this right and project delays result. Dr Sharma, the CEO of iM3NY, was an ex senior member of 
the Tesla team that developed Giga Nevada  

• Scaling Risk – in part, mitigated through the use of modules. A simplified manufacturing process and the ability to drop 
new technology into the existing manufacturing infrastructure on the factory floor  

• Manufacturing Risk – Advanced AI, Big Data and automation if effectively installed should reduce manufacturing risk by 
better predicting and managing maintenance, reducing downtime, optimising supply chain management, better 
management of inventory, increasing output and reducing costs.  

• Technology/Substitution Risk –This risk is mitigated somewhat by a manufacturing process that enables the easy drop in 
of new technology into the manufacturing process and its cell to pack energy and power density advantages. 

• Liquidity, Funding and Dilution Risk – COVID has hammered home the importance of having a Board approved liquidity 
and crisis management framework. Capex over coming years will be significant and liquidity will need to be carefully 
managed. This is mitigated, in part, by the high quality Board and commitment by the DOE to facilitate funding through 
loans and grants. Further, the US$1.2Tn Infrastructure Bill has just been signed and a substantial amount of funds are 
destined for the EV ecosystem. Additional funds can also be raised through project equity sell-downs, the issuance of new 
equity and structured off-take deals  

• Country Risk – Is low and mitigated by the Standard & Poor’s AA+ rating for the USA. Other ratings agencies, like Moody’s 
and Fitch, still rate the USA a AAA but presently have it on a negative watch  

• Crisis Risk Management – This continues to fluctuate as it does around the entire world. The vaccination rollout will, in 
part, mitigate interruption as we lean to live with the virus. However, lockdown risk is ever present and could negatively 
impact the construction and start-up schedule; and 

• Forex and Commodity Price Risk – Fluctuations in commodity, anode and cathode prices and currencies may adversely 
impact the company’s earnings and valuation. 

• Board Changes – Two NEDS have recently retired/left and three have joined the MNS Board. Stanley Whittingham 
resigned after 5-years on the Board. Video recording of Whittingham detailing reasons for departure (click here). New 
NED’s include Claire Bibby, Hoshi Daruwalla and Giles Gunesekera – taking the number of Board members to seven.    

https://www.sharecafe.com.au/company/magnis-energy-technologies-ltd/
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A$ Earnings 

Note: Below is based on Scenario-1. Phase-1 risked @55% or 0.55x & Phase-2 from 16Gwh-32Gwh is risked at 15% or 0.15x. 

 

 

 

 

  

RISKED EARNINGS FORECAST, CASHFLOW & BALANCE SHEET PRICE: A$0.53

PROFIT AND LOSS    (Year End June) PRODUCTION ESTIMATES (Net)

Year ending 30 June Unit 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F Year ending 30 June Unit 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F

Revenue A$m 1 16 68 151 280 474 PROJECTS

Expenses A$m (17) (35) (74) (144) (247) (386) Nachu contained graphite t - - - - 38,775

EBITDA A$m (16) (19) (6) 6 33 88 Nachu graphite concentrate t - - - - 35,673

Depreciation A$m (0) (1) (4) (8) (16) (36) NET iM3NY gigafactory Gwh 0.1 0.3 0.6 1.1 1.9

EBIT A$m (16) (20) (10) (1) 17 52 NET iM3TV gigafactory Gwh - - - - -

Net interest (expense) A$m 0 - - (6) (12) (12)

NPBT A$m (16) (20) (10) (7) 5 41 PRICING & FOREX ASSUMPTIONS

Tax expense A$m - - - - - (3) Year ending 30 June Unit 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F

NPAT (pre-abnormal) A$m (16) (20) (10) (7) 5 38 PRICES
Abnormal items A$m - - - - - -  +500 micron (Super Jumbo) US/kg 4,000 4,100 4,203 4,308 4,415

NPAT (reported) A$m (16) (20) (10) (7) 5 38  +300 micron (Jumbo) US/t 2,000 2,050 2,101 2,154 2,208

 Sub 300 micron (EV market) A$/t 1,500 1,538 1,576 1,615 1,656

CASH FLOW CURRENCY

Year ending 30 June Unit 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F AUD/USD A$/US$ 0.72 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75

OPERATING CASHFLOW

NPAT A$m (16) (20) (10) (7) 5 38 MARKET  MODEL

Add: non-cash items A$m (0) - - - - - Year ending 30 June Unit

Change in working capital A$m - - - - - (2) Market cap A$$m 507

Operating cash flow A$m (16) (20) (10) (7) 5 36 Current Cash A$$m 97

INVESTING CASHFLOW Current Debt A$$m (69)

PP&E  A$m (42) (8) (33) (95) (90) (115) Enterprise value (EV) A$$m 479

Exploration & evaluation A$m - - - - - -

Sustaining capital (from 2028) A$m (0) (0) (1) (2) (3) (8) EV / NPV10 24%

Rehabilitation charge A$m - - - - - (0)

Investing cash flow A$m (42) (8) (33) (97) (94) (123) Net cash % market cap % 5.6%

FINANCING CASHFLOW No of ordinary shares m 966

Share issues A$m 85 50 - - - -

Project equity A$m - - 128 - - - DISCOUNTED CASHFLOW MODEL  - Refer Scenario–1 SNAPSHOT

Project debt A$m - - 193 - - - Nominal Discount Unrisked Unrisked Risked 

Other A$m 43 - - - - - NPV10 (Post tax) Rate % NPV (A$m) A$/sh Risking NPV (A$m) A$/sh

Financing cash flow A$m 129 50 321 - - - Nachu Graphite Phase-1 10% 573 0.52 25% 143 0.13

Surplus Cashflow A$m 71 22 278 (104) (88) (87) Nachu Expansion Phase-2 10% - - 0% - -

Total Nachu Value 573 0.52 143 0.13

BALANCE SHEET iM3NY Phase-1 10% 1,724 1.57 55% 948 0.86

Year ending 30 June Unit 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F iM3NY Phase-2 10% 1,649 1.50 15% 247 0.23

ASSETS Total iM3NY Value 3,373 3.07 35% 1,195 1.09

Cash (incl. raising) A$m 73 96 377 282 210 158 iM3TV 10% 383 0.35 5% 19 0.02

Accounts receivable A$m 20 20 20 20 20 22 C4V (MNS net 9.65%) 295 0.27 35% 105 0.10

PP&E  (Capex - depreciation) A$m 28 77 79 168 204 292  -Corporate Costs 10% (69) (0.06) 100% (69) (0.06)

Exploration & evaluation assets A$m 15 15 15 15 15 15  -/+Working Capital 10% - - 100% - -

Other A$m 0 - - - - 0  +Net Cash 19 0.02 100% 19 0.02

Total assets A$m 137 209 491 485 449 487 Equity value 4,573 4.16 1,413 1.29

LIABILITIES

Creditors A$m 4 2 2 2 2 2 Equity value 1,413

Provisions A$m 0 - - - - - NoSh - fully diluted (m) 1,098

Borrowings A$m 65 - 193 193 193 193 Value NOW A$/share 1.29

Other A$m 0 0 0 0 0 0 Value 12 months out A$/share 1.34

Total liabilities A$m 69 2 195 195 195 195

SHAREHOLDER'S EQUITY

Share capital A$m 198 248 376 376 376 376 VALUATION SENSITIVITIES

Reserves A$m 12 12 12 12 12 12 GRAPHITE PRICES US$/t $m $/sh % diff

Retained earnings A$m (143) (44) (53) (61) (55) (17) Base 1,585 1,413 1.29

Total equity A$m 67 217 335 328 334 372 -500 Low 1,335 1,286 1.17 -9%

Diluted weighted average NoSh m 929 1,098 1,205 1,205 1,205 1,205 +500 High 2,385 1,441 1.31 2%

EXCHANGE RATE (long term) AUD/USD $m $/sh % diff

RATIOS Base 0.75 1,413 1.29

ASSETS Unit 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F +0.1 Low 0.85 1,189 1.08 -16%

Net Cash (Debt) A$m 8 96 185 90 17 (35) -0.1 High 0.65 1,595 1.45 13%

Net Debt/Equity % 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 9% WACC (post tax) $m $/sh % diff

EPS cps - (0) (0.01) (0.01) 0.00 0.03 Base 10.0% 1,413 1.29

PE ratio ratio - -29.0x -64.2x -87.4x 115.4x 16.7x -1% Low 9.0% 1,597 1.45 13%

Ebitda ratio ratio - - -0.1x 0.0x 0.1x 0.2x +1% High 11.0% 1,176 1.07 -17%

EV/Ebitda ratio ratio - - -75.9x 76.0x 14.7x 5.5x
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US$ Earnings 

Note: Below is based on Scenario-1. Phase-1 risked @55% or 0.55x & Phase-2 from 16Gwh-32Gwh is risked at 15% or 0.15x 

 

 

  

RISKED EARNINGS FORECAST, CASHFLOW & BALANCE SHEET PRICE: US$0.38

PROFIT AND LOSS    (Year End June) PRODUCTION ESTIMATES (Net)

Year ending 30 June Unit 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F Year ending 30 June Unit 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F

Revenue US$m 1 11 49 108 202 341 PROJECTS

Expenses US$m (12) (25) (53) (104) (178) (278) Nachu contained graphite t - - - - 38,775

EBITDA US$m (12) (14) (5) 5 23 63 Nachu graphite concentrate t - - - - 35,673

Depreciation US$m (0) (1) (3) (6) (11) (26) NET iM3NY gigafactory Gwh 0.1 0.3 0.6 1.1 1.9

EBIT US$m (12) (14) (7) (1) 12 38 NET iM3TV gigafactory Gwh - - - - -

Net interest (expense) US$m 0 - - (4) (8) (8)

NPBT US$m (12) (14) (7) (5) 4 29 PRICING & FOREX ASSUMPTIONS

Tax expense US$m - - - - - (2) Year ending 30 June Unit 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F

NPAT (pre-abnormal) US$m (12) (14) (7) (5) 4 27 PRICES

Abnormal items US$m - - - - - -  +500 micron (Super Jumbo) US/kg 4,000 4,100 4,203 4,308 4,415

NPAT (reported) US$m (12) (14) (7) (5) 4 27  +300 micron (Jumbo) US/t 2,000 2,050 2,101 2,154 2,208

 Sub 300 micron (EV market) A$/t 1,500 1,538 1,576 1,615 1,656

CASH FLOW CURRENCY - - - - -

Year ending 30 June Unit 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F AUD/USD A$/US$ 0.72 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75

OPERATING CASHFLOW

NPAT US$m (12) (14) (7) (5) 4 27 MARKET  MODEL

Add: non-cash items US$m (0) - - - - - Year ending 30 June Unit

Change in working capital US$m - - - - - - Market cap US$m 365

Operating cash flow US$m (12) (14) (7) (5) 4 27 Cash US$m 70

INVESTING CASHFLOW US$m Debt US$m (49)

PP&E  US$m (30) (5) (24) (68) (65) (83) Enterprise value (EV) US$m 246

Exploration & evaluation US$m - - - - - -

Sustaining capital (from 2028) US$m (0) (0) (0) (1) (2) (6) EV / NPV10 24%

Rehabilitation charge US$m - - - - - (0)

Investing cash flow US$m (30) (6) (24) (70) (67) (89) Cash % market cap % 5.6%

FINANCING CASHFLOW US$m No of shares (undiluted) m 966

Share issues US$m 61 36 - - - -

Project equity US$m - - 92 - - - DISCOUNTED CASHFLOW MODEL  - Refer Scenario–1 SNAPSHOT

Project debt US$m - - 139 - - - Nominal Discount Unrisked Unrisked Risked 

Other US$m 31 - - - - -  Post tax Rate % NPV (US$m) US$/sh Risking NPV (US$m) US$/sh

Financing cash flow US$m 93 36 231 - - - Nachu Graphite Phase-1 10% 412 0.38 25% 103 0.09

Surplus Cashflow US$m 51 16 200 (75) (64) (62) Nachui Expansion Phase-2 10% - - 0% - -

Total Nachu Value 412 0.38 103 0.09

BALANCE SHEET iM3NY Phase-1 10% 1,241 1.13 55% 683 0.62

Year ending 30 June Unit 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F iM3NY Phase-2 10% 1,187 1.08 15% 178 0.16

ASSETS Total iM3NY Value 2,428 2.21 861 0.78

Cash (incl. raising) US$m 52 69 272 203 151 114 iM3TV 10% 276 0.25 5% 14 0.01

Accounts receivable US$m 14 14 14 14 14 16 C4V (MNS net 9.65%) 212 0.19 35% 75 0.07

PP&E  (Capex - depreciation) US$m 20 55 57 121 147 210  -Corporate Costs 10% (50) (0.05) 100% (50) (0.05)

Exploration & evaluation assets US$m 11 11 11 11 11 11  -/+Working Capital 10% - - 100% - -

Other US$m 0 - - - - 0  +Net Cash 14 0.01 100% 14 0.01

Total assets US$m 98 150 354 349 323 351 Equity value 3,293 3.00 1,017 0.93

LIABILITIES

Creditors US$m 3 1 1 1 1 2 Equity value 1,017

Provisions US$m 0 - - - - - NoSh - fully diluted (m) 1,098

Borrowings US$m 47 - 139 139 139 139 Value NOW US$/share 0.93

Other US$m 0 0 0 0 0 0 Value 12 months out US$/share 0.97

Total liabilities US$m 50 1 140 140 140 140

SHAREHOLDER'S EQUITY

Share capital US$m 143 179 271 271 271 271 VALUATION SENSITIVITIES

Reserves US$m 9 9 9 9 9 9 GRAPHITE PRICES US$/t US$m US$/sh % diff

Retained earnings US$m (103) (31) (38) (44) (40) (12) Base 2,000 1,017 0.93

Total equity US$m 49 156 242 236 240 268 -500 Low 1,500 926 0.84 -11%

Diluted weighted average NoSh m 929 1,098 1,205 1,205 1,205 1,205 +500 High 2,500 1,038 0.94 0%

EXCHANGE RATE (long term) AUD/USD $m $/sh % diff

RATIOS Base 0.75 1,017 0.93

ASSETS Unit 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F +0.1 Low 0.85 856 0.78 -18%

Net Cash (Debt) US$m 6 69 133 65 12 (25) -0.1 High 0.65 1,148 1.04 11%

Net Debt/Equity % - - 0% 0% 0% 9% WACC (post tax) $m $/sh % diff

EPS cps (0.01) (0.00) 0.00 0.02 Base 8.0% 1,017 0.93

PE ratio ratio - - -89.2x -121.3x 160.3x 23.2x -1% Low 7.0% 1,150 1.04 11%

Ebitda ratio ratio (22) (1) -0.1x 0.0x 0.1x 0.2x +1% High 9.0% 847 0.77 -18%

EV/Ebitda ratio ratio - - -54.1x 54.2x 10.5x 3.9x
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Corporate Connect Research Pty Ltd Independent Research Report Disclaimer  

General disclaimer and copyright  

This report (“report” or “Research”) has been commissioned by the Company the subject of this report (“Magnis Energy Technologies”) and prepared and issued 
by (Di Brookman AR number 1283213) of Corporate Connect Research Pty Ltd (“Corporate Connect Research”) (ABN 95640 464 320 – Corporate Authorised 
Representative (AR number 1281982) of Australian Financial Services Licence (AFSL) Number 488045) in consideration of a fee payable by the Company. 
Corporate Connect Research may be paid additional fees for the provision of additional services to the Company but Corporate Connect Research is not 
remunerated for any investment banking or similar services. Where Corporate Connect Research has been commissioned to prepare content and receives fees 
for its preparation, fees are paid upfront in cash and NO part of the fee, compensation or employee remuneration paid will either directly or indirectly impact 
the content provided.  

Accuracy of content  
All information used in the publication of this report has been compiled from publicly available sources that are believed to be reliable, however Corporate 
Connect Research does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of this report and has not sought for this information to be independently verified.  

Opinions contained in this report represent those of the analyst of Corporate Connect Research (Di Brookman AR number 1283213) at the time of publication.  

The analyst has received assistance from the Company in preparing this document. The Company has provided the analyst with access to senior management 

and information on the Company and industry.  

From time to time, Corporate Connect Research’s representatives or associates may hold interests, transact or hold directorsh ips in, or perform paid services for, 
companies mentioned in this report. Corporate Connect Research and its associates, officers, directors and employees, may, from time to time, hold securities in 
the companies referred to in this report and may trade in those securities as principal and in a manner that may be contrary to recommendations mentioned in 
this report.  

As part of due diligence, the analyst has independently and critically reviewed the assistance and information provided by the Company to form the opinions 
expressed in the report. However, due diligence site visits have not been undertaken at this time. Care has been taken by the analyst to maintain objectivity in 
preparing this report and making any recommendation. The analyst is responsible for ensuring that this report accurately reflects his or her view of the matters 
set out in it and that it was prepared in an independent manner.  

Forward-looking information or statements in this report contain information that is based on assumptions, forecasts of future results and estimates of amounts 
not yet determinable, and therefore involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause the actual results, performance or 
achievements of their subject matter to be materially different from current expectations. This report is prepared as at the date stated in it, and to the maximum 
extent permitted by law, Corporate Connect Research (on its own behalf and on behalf of the analyst) disclaims any responsibility to inform any recipient of this 
report of any matter that subsequently comes to its notice, which may affect any of the information contained in this report.  

Exclusion of liability  
To the fullest extent allowed by law, Corporate Connect Research (on its own behalf and on behalf of the analyst) shall not be liable to any person for any direct, 
indirect or consequential losses, loss of profits, damages, costs or expenses incurred or suffered by you or any other person arising out or in connection with the 

access to, use of or reliance on any information contained in this report.  

No guarantees or warranties regarding accuracy, completeness or fitness for purpose are provided by Corporate Connect Research (on its own behalf and on 
behalf of the analyst), and under no circumstances will any of Corporate Connect Research’s analysts, representatives, associates or agents be liable for any loss 
or damage, whether direct, incidental or consequential, caused by reliance on or use of the content.  

General advice warning  
This report and any other Research must not be construed as personal advice or recommendation nor as an inducement to trade the report’s named company or 
any other security. Corporate Connect Research encourages investors to seek independent financial advice regarding the suitability of investments for their 

individual circumstances and recommends that investments be independently evaluated. Investments involve risks and the value of any investment or income 
may go down as well as up. Investors may not get back the full amount invested. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. Estimates of future 
performance are based on assumptions that may not be realised. If provided, and unless otherwise stated, the closing price provided is that of the primary 
exchange for the issuer’s securities or investments. The information contained within the Research is published solely for information purposes and is not a 
solicitation or offer to buy or sell any financial product or participate in any trading or investment strategy.  

Analysis contained within the Research is based upon publicly available information and may include numerous assumptions. Investors should be aware that 
different assumptions can and do result in materially different results. The Research is distributed only as may be permitted by law. It is not intended for 

distribution or use by any person or entity located in a jurisdiction where distribution, publication, availability, or use would be prohibited. Corporate Connect 
Research makes no claim that the Research content may be lawfully viewed or accessed, whether inside or outside of Australia. Access to the Research content 

may not be legal for certain persons and in certain jurisdictions. If you access this service or content from outside of Australia, you are responsible for compliance 
with the laws of your jurisdiction and/or the jurisdiction of the third party receiving such content. The Research is provided to our clients through our website 
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